believed genes to be commonly found in a
limited number of genetic backgrounds
owing to population structure resulting
from !imited gene flow. Consequently, the
evolution of relationships among genes is
more likely. If epistasis does not contribute to genetic variation for fitness then
there is no valley(s) between the peaks
and thus little need to invoke his SBT.Ifan
affelic substitution contributes to the fitness of an organism independent of the
genetic background then ‘simple’ fisherian selection is all that is required to move
a population to a big
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he neodarwinian synthesis defined
the conceptual framework of present
evolutionary studies. Yet two of the most
important contributors to the synthesis,
Fisher and Wright, had dramatically contrasting views of the processes responsible for the evolution of natural populations. Their differences emphasize the
relative importance of additivegene effects
versus non-additive interactions among
genes (Box 1) in the evolutionary process.
The premise of Fisher’stheory is that
evolution is primarily due to selectton acting on the effects of individual foci. independent of variation at other locir. Mebe
lievedthat additiveor maineffects of genes
determined their evolutionaryfateand that
ox 1.

non-additive components of genetic variation had as little evolutionary importance
as non-heritable factorsl. In part, this was

because of Fisher’sbelief that species were
essentially panmictic. Pamnixis.according
to Fisher, alPowsgenes L<P
be tested in aif
genetic backgrounds;
determine their evolu
In contrast, the notion that selection
acts to form coadapted or interacting
gene complexes is central to Wright’sshifting balance theory (SBT) of evof~tio~
Wright’svision of the adaptive landsca
with fitness peaks and valley(s) relies on
epistatic gene action (the converse, that
the presence of epistasis indicates peaks
and valleys,is not necessarily true). Wright

cm.

~ysfolo~~oa~cplstasls: Here, epistasis is a ubiquitous phenomenon, related to the instance where specific
gene products in a metabolic pathway determine the formation of other products downstream in the pathway.
However, laboratory examples of epistasis of this type do not demonstrate the role of eplstasls to the
contributton of standing
genetic variation [see text). In this context, eplstasls has historically been used to
describe the situation in which one gene masks the expresslon of another. for instance the recovery of 9:7
ratios, mstead of the expected 9:3:3:1 ratios in the F2 of dihybnd crosses.
~~~~~~~oaiapistaasls:The quantltabve genetlc definition of eplstasis refers to the degree to whtch phenotyplc
varlatlon ‘: C‘:;.. IIIX~ 5; Interactions amanggenes. If ep~s;as~sIS Irnportargt. then, 1~3
a stdtlstical sense
Interactions. rather than main effects. are the fundamental properties of genes responsible for evolution.
Genes selected for their jornt effects on fitness form coadapted gent complexes. In current usage, eprstasis

also refers to interactive effects aniongnucieotides within a locus, or wnhin gene epistasrs. In contrast, the
additive effects of genes refers io their overall main effects across different genetic bachgrounds. Note that
the vanahon may be quantified within populations or Inlaycontribute to differentratron among populations.
tiioa: Epistasis for fitness can also result when variation for a trait is additive, but selection is either
stabilizing Or disruptive. In this case, the fitness effects of a gene depends on which alleles are present at
other loci. This non-linear mapping of gene effects onto fitness does not support the contrasting models
ofevolution Proposed by Fisher and Wright but does contribute to the maintenance of genetic variation.
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30 years has demonstrated that species exhibit significant popufa’don genetic structure and are therefore far from panmictk?!
Furthermore, any factor that causes departures from panmixia(e.g. asexuality, selfing
and geographic isolation) limits the recombination pool and facilitates the devefopment and maintenance of coadapted gene
complexes. tfowever, we still have too little
~~for~~at~o~
on the role of epistasis in the
evolutionary process to resolve the fundamental conflict between Fisher and Wright.
Furthermore, even if Wright’s SBT is not
shown to be relevant to the evolutionary
ay influence evolutionary models.
question of paramount importance
common is epistasis? If epistasis
is:
ally plays a central role in evoluPO
tionary process, why has empirical work
quantifying its importance lagged so far
behind theory? A partial explanation is
the lack of use of an evolutionary relevant
definition and the difficulty of quantifying
epistasis (Box 1). For epistasis to contribute to the evolutionary process, it must
underlie phenotypic variation. Traditionally, epistasis has been associated with
the action of genes that affect mendelian
traits. In this context, epistasis refers to
the expression of a phenotype and not to
bow it contributes to phenotypi
in natural populations’ (Box 1)
the relationship between epis
action ancl epistatic variance is dependent on allele frequencies”. Thus if allele
frequencies have changed, the absence
of contemporary levels of population epistatic genetic variation may not reflect
the fundamental role of gene interaction
in the past evolution of populations.
A second reason for the lack of empirical work is the difficuiiy in ~~a~t~fy~~g
stasis. We are interested in how epist
contributes to standing
related traits either at
tween population level. ff fitness is a pofygenie ‘trait’, then we need ~~a~~itat~ve
genetic approaches to quantify the effects of epistatic interactions. Drawinginspiration from the fundamental work of
Pearson, Wright and Fisher and taking
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advantage of the enormous theoretical
and applied development of quantitative
genetics associated with animal and crop
improvement, evolutionary biologists in
the early 1980s demonstrated the utility of
applying quantitative genetic approaches
to understanding fundamenta! problems
in evolutionary biOlogyix. Almost concurrently, powerful and accessible molecular
techniques have been developed that allow us to map loci affecting the expression
of qi?antitalive traits (QTL), hence permitting more-detailed examination of the
genetic architecture of fitness in natural
populations”. Thus, evolutionary biologists
are at a unique juncture. Whereas theory
has far outpaced empirical determination
of the importance of episaasis, now, with
the advent of molecular techniques and
the application of quantitative genetic approaches to natural populations, empiricists have much more powerful tools to
examine the relevance of epistasis to the
evolutionary process.

any approaches have been used to
quantify the role of inter-locus interactions
in the evolution of natural populations.
On tbe organismal level, SimpsonI” interpreted Wright’s notion of adaptive
topography in terms of coadaptation for
phenotypic features. At the genetic level,
evidence for epistasis has come from a
number of different approaches (see Box 2
and Table 1for description and evaluation
of methods):
associations
including
(1)multilocus
supergenes, tightly linked genes affecting
morphologically

a11d

molc~ular

cters?
brid breakdown as a result of mixing
differentiated gene pools’:‘J’;
(3) eva?uation of interaction5
among
chromosome
segments through QTL
mapping’“’
(4) Lhe coitribution of non-additive variation to quantitative traits, especially
fitness?
(5) the formation of linkage disequilibrium
under selectionli,lH;
(@analysis of the response to selection in
subdivided populationsI!‘.
4)f these genetic methods, (1) to (3)
measure the pre.sen/ contributism of epistasis to differentiation. Since additive processes of allele substitution may result
in epistatic differentiation among popueciesl:3,z”,genetic structhese methods may not
necessarily reflect the ~o~trib~t~0~ od selection for coadapted genes. However, the
epistasis measured by these methods may
influence the potential of a species or a
population for future evolutionary change,

--------.--

I

0 Phenotypic assooat/ons (adaptive syndrome): Measures contributlcn cf ~IOWXJIII~IZ ,r<ettic!‘ons among
phenotyplc characters by demonstrating that specific c~mb~nattons oi traits cc:,f<:r high fitness.
0 Mu&-loccis associat!ons: Lmkage dlsequlllbnum. nonracdc’1? ajsoctat!ons he:Yueeli groups o; nuclectldes
or alleles may lncllcaie e45stabc relatronsh!es.
0 Hybrjd breakdown: Quartlfles eplstasls by breaiclng up coadapted were COI~~~ICX~J. Red:~-ra fl:n,=ss of
recombmant hybrids of crosses between lines. popuial~ns or species lncompanson w~tli the mid-parenr. and
:he FI hybrid generation, indicates epistasis. Genetic mapplng techniques In which crosses a:e conducted
between individuals that have fixed differences for known markers and that differ in performance can provide
greater resolution of epistatic Interactions. Fitness of hybnds ‘mapped’ onto the Wage map reveals the
effects of flanking marker regions and their Interactions on fitness.

II. ~0~t~~~wtiQ~
of epistasis to the evo[utionaryprocess
e Variance partitioning: Resemblance among relatives is used

to quantify the contribution of additive and
non-additive effects among loci to within population phenotyplc variation.
* Selection analysis: The development of multllocus associations acd their illness consequences is
qtiantified across generatlons In populations under constant selectlon.
e Selectron in subdrvidedpopuiations:
Condltlons for the establishment ilf eplstattc gene complexes are
created experimentally. T?ese complexes arc: then tested forthev development wng IIn+cross Iniethodolog

and may contribute to the initial stages of
post-zygotic reproductive isolation% The
contribution of epistasis t0 the ongoing
~,~/r,i~fi~no}y~~.oc~~.~
can only be evaluated
using methods (4) to (6).
s that quantify the contribution of epistasis to present differentiation, hybrid breakdown is perhaps
most powerful for two reasons. First, one
has more power to detect epistasis by
comparing the behavior of the means of
the different generations (Parental, F,. F,,
and so on) versus the interaction represented in variance components (Table 1).
Second, this approach tests the effect
of the physical disruption of putative coadaptive gene complexes through recombination. As such, it is a direct esiiulate
of the contribution of epistasis to differentiation. This differentiation can be eiihe!
environmentally based or driven by the
fixation of complementary lethal or semilethal gene system+“.
lt is also independent of the constraints of allele frequencies. Cenic combinations that are rare in
population= (thus contributing little epistatic variance as demonstrated by variance component analysis) are resurrected
to high frequencies in the hybrid and segregating populations.
The model of gene effects describing
the behavior of Fz or other segregational
generation hybrids in relation to their
parents and F, is well understood and is
sometimes referred to as line-cross metbodology:!:Ql. Marker-assisted techniques
(QTL mapping) complement the biometrical approach by allowing one to determine
the presence of genie interactions over
finer scales, that is, between intervals
flanked by markers, and have been particularly useful in determining more precisely
the genetic basis of reproductive isolation
among species of Drosophi/u22. l-fowevrr,
there are substantial statistical problems
that need to be overcome before infei’
ences of epistasis based on the molecular

marker based approaches can be nlade,
for out bred popuMio&~. The
major problems include (1) Limited sample sizes of cP0scly linked recombinant
markers, and (2) ‘fvpe I errors that are associated with the likelihood 06 detecting
sigi!iikd~t
interactions given the potentially large number of tests [N!/ZL(N-2)!],
where N is the significant QTL affecting
the trait. Potential solutions include examinaiion of later segregating generations
to increase the likelihood of recombiespecially

nzhion and sequential experiments where
QTL’s are identified and speciiic gene combinations are constructed and tested for

their effects on fitness. Dev~li)i+17~:Dof
theory that allows map constructic,a with
the simultaneous action of selection acting on cpiGatic interacti0ns is also ~eedrtf.
In contrast to inferring past 3elrction,
the c0ntribution of selectiora on mullilocus
associations to ongoing
most c%eariiybe evaluated
transmission of genetic markers across
generations. In one 0%the most eEegant
demonstraticms, CPegg,Kahler and Allardi”
tested the adaptive significance of part’
lar allelic combinations by following
evolution of multilocus associations at
generations iinexperimental crosses of cuttivated barley. By measuring viability and
fertility components of selection associated
with linkage blocks marked by low is+
aymes, they were able to demonstrate large
fitness differences among distinct threeBocuscr,lnhinatioaas. implying that selection
on epistatic complexes was 0pcMing witllin the expcrinlentai l?opulatiun. The advent
of Q’Q’k mapping may allow us to measure
these associations over varyilmg sVgl!W~ItS
oP the genome and determine their elfects
011fitness in much greater detail.

In addition to differentiating
Fisher’s
and Wright’s models of evoh~tion, Current

Disadvantages

R?laticn~i~~p among geiie5 noi necessarily ep,stdK
example, heterostyly)

(adaptive syndromesi

jexcepl. for

Multrlocus assoclatlons

Relatively easy to documen!

Llnkage disequilibrl!,m does not necessarrly reveal epistasrs
Portron of genome eveluated for fitness limited to flanking regions
of markers

Hybrid breakdown

Direct measure of contribution of epistasls to fitneSS
Detects fixed epistatlc interactlons
Genome-wrde measul-e of epistasis
Comparisons of means is statistically powerful
Can be used in assoc,ation with QTL mappmg tech:llques

Can only be measured on dlfferentrated groups (although hybnd
breakdown In asexual and highly seifingorganisms
may be observed
wrthrn populations)

~o~e~~~%a Mat ovalus%e 00~~~~~1~~~0~of epistasis to the ewolutionary
Well-developed theon,
Variance partrtionrng
Provides mfornlatlon on other aspects of genetic profllc

Eplstasls measured as an Interactton In ANOVA: this requires very
large experiments tn tinsure statlsticnl accuracy
Epistattc rn!:,.&tlons should become rapidlyflxedwithrn
popuiatlons.
obscuring their detectjon
L,.nlted hy marker avatlabrlltv and nunlerlcal constraints
many Individuals

of genotyplng

Infers cplstasrs frown patterns of evollltlo~loty change

theoretical
findingsindicate that the presence or absence of epistasis is relevant
to many major evolutionary phenomena
such as the evolutionary definition of the
gene, maictenance of sex, the evolution
of selfing, phenotypic plasticity, developmental homeostasis, and founder effect
genetic revolutions. The presence of epistasis also has implications for conservation and restoration of endangered organisms and the maintenance of genetic
resources. Giventhe relevance of epistasis
to these maicr areas Ofcurrent research
in evolution&y biology, it is fundamental
to determine whether epistasis is pervasive, and if so, bow it influences the evolutionary process.
The fOl!owingsections serve to bring
attention to the role of gene interaction in
diverse and impsrtant evo~otion~ry phee emphasizedthat there
are different forms of epistasi+ (Box 3)
and that these forms might have different
consequelices for each of the phenomena
in terms of the evolutionary outcomes.

A gene is t~ad~t~ona~~y
defined as a region coding for a sin
some functional c

sexual O~ga~~s~~~s,
the functionalunit must
be sometb~~gsmaller than the genome.
In this co&x& Turner?;
does
the gene: 2 not congeal?
swer
was that recombinatio
the
genome from evolving as a coadapted
complex. Dawkinszssuggested that this

coadapted peaks o
epistasis for fitness
tive differentiation’.
a constant feature Z
populations, acting
divergence, or does adaptive evolution
require only the occasional
of novel gene complexes:“),
those associated with speci
wer to these questions will
ant consequences for how we
evolutionary process. Epistasis
which results in reversals of fitness and
consequently a rough fitness topography
allele and the gene is the nucleotide.
Howcwr. if epistatic
variation exists, the fate
aks and valleys is essential to Wright’s
However, even if populations are not
of a single nucleotide depends Onits interired to evolve lower fitness (that is,
action with nucleotides at other positions
in the genome. Whether different groups no valleys separate the peaks), or to evolve
lower fitness to change adaptive states,
of interacting nucleotides persist depends
then on whether the relative strengths of epistasis for fitness suggests that evoselection and recornb~!~~.t~on
allow the lution will be more complex than simple
groups to congeal an
fisherian models. For example, Lande and
come different alleles.
Arnold7view evolution
gest that subst~tia~ linkagediseq~i~ibr~om (e.g. fisherian); know
resulting from interactions between loci
intensities, heritabiliti
can be generated
witll epistatic selection
phenotypic covarianc
so long as recombination (r) is not much mate the trajectory of trait evolution. If,
greater than the intensity of epistatic se, epistasis is important, t
lection (s) (Ref. 29). Thus, from the viewa non-linear trajecpoint of function at the level of fitness,
erved in certain longa gene can be as small as a single nucleoimentslCj(alternative
tide or as large as a ck~rOmosora~al
region explanations include erosion of genetic
bounded by nucleotides for which the Gariance and cor,flicts between artificial
ratio s:r is approximately 21.
and natural selectiOnl(3.The response to
selection of allele frequencies
predictable as changes in combinations of
As already discussed, much of the con- genes will affect the selective regime extroversy concerning the role of epistasis in perienced by each 10~~s~~~.
In turn, the seevolution is associated with the contrast- lection gradient may Iluctuate as differing views of Wright and Fisher. To evalu- ent combinations of characters result in
ate the relevance of Wright’sadaptive to- changing optima. Consequently, ‘context
pography, we must know the density of and interaction are of the essence’““.

smaller functional unit should be evolu-

tionary biology’sdefinition of ‘gene’and it
should be operationally identified by the
existence Ofcompeting units (alleies].
When genetic variation for fitness is
entirely additive in a sexual population,
the long-term persistence (anti possible
fixation) of a single nucleotide is dependent mainly on the relative fitness of other
nucleotides at that same position in the
genome.With recombination, nucPe0tidc.s
at other positions are of Me long-term
consequence. Thus, every nucieotide is dn
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In addition, epistasis may, under some
ute to the fisherian
mode9 of mass selection. Both tbeoreticaF”J? and empiricallgJ5 work demonstrates that ep9static gm&- variation can
be converted to additive genetic variation
via drift, facilitating a response to se&
tion. Thus the loss of additive genetic vdriation through drift may be counteracip 9
by the conversion of non-additive to ad&
tive genetic varia. t-m.
Founder-effect

speciation

Several theories of founder-effect genetic revolutiot+ leading to speciation are
derivative versions of SBT. In these, reproductive isolation is associated with a
‘genetic reorganization’ reflecting substitution of one epistatically coadapted gene
complex for another during population
bottlenecks and consequent relaxed selection associated with colonization of new
sites. They essentially diifer from SBT in
not requiring the export of novel and more

increase if there are series of transitions
across shallow valleys”ior if intermediate
ridges connect the peak@. In the latter
case, the environment in which the populations evolved may have favored intermediate allele frequencies, or alleles that
were present in the evolution of the popuat were no longer present)
conferred intermediate fitness between
two peaks, thus connecting the peaks along
a riclge. Consequently, crosses between
the populations result in progeny of low
fitness. ~o~u9atio~ differentiation that is
eplstatically based will increase polymorphic variation for epistatic gene complexes,
facilitating speciation via founder effe&P.

The origin and maintenance of sexual
reproduction is a fundamental paradox in
evolutionary biology because asexual reuction has an intrinsic twofold advantage over sexual reproductior?.
One
theory that has generated a great deal of
recent interest
to have an adva
lations if mutat
fitness”“.“. If there 1s synergl
ing epistasis such that eat
deleterious rn~~at~on leads to a larger decrease in fitness, then the mean fitness of
sexual ~Q~~fa~~o~~ will exceed that of
asexual populations. This difference arises
from selection removing a larger fraction of
the deleterious mutations in sexual populations that regenerate variation through
both segregation and recombination. With
TREE ml.
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For simple digenic interactions, one can consider the progwy of tne Fz of a dihybrlo cross ,&&6 x aaoo).
In the absence of epistasis, the effect of A or a at the A locus. or B orb at the B locus, IS independent of
the genotyDe of the second locus. However. wfth epistasls there are non-addlrlve effects hetvder?n tori and
these non-addittve effects can be manifested among the homoqgotc class lAABB vs aaBB, a~(? so on).
which describes the effect of the A Jocus on the addlttve effect of substituting B for b at the B iocus and
vice versa, the combmed homozygote and heterozygo?e class (AABb vs aaBL. and so on). wh!ch describes
the effect of the A locus on the dominance of B at the 8 locus. and between the double heterozygole (AaBb),
which describes thn effect of dominance of A at the A locus on the dominance of B at the B locus.
When discus-ins the effects of mutant, recessive alleles, one can describe the effect of makmg a
genotype increasing!y homozygote for the recessive alleles. Dimmishlng eplstasls covers the cases where
Increasing the homozygosity of an individual across loci for the recessive alleles reduces fitness by less than
the sum of the individual effects at each locus. Conversely, reinforcing or synergistic eplstasls IS exhibited If
the fitness of an individual made lncreaslngly homoqgous decreases by Inore than the rum of the mdiv;dua!
effects.

reinforcing epistasis, sexual popuiations
have lower mutational loads and therefore higher mean fitness than asexual
popuPa:ions. If this theory is verified, it
implies that epistatic interactions for litness are pervasive across a wide variety
of organisms.
Current mod& of the WOlUtiOil of selfing focus on the parallel evolution of inbreeding depression with mating systeml’.
Inbreeding depression, probably resulting
from the expression of deleterious recessive a19eles”3,is considered to be the primary factor preventing the evolution of
selfing in outcrossing organisms. i-low
quickly these recessive deleterious alleles
can be purged from the population, and
hence how likely selfing will evolve, is in
part determined by whether or not there
are interactions among the deleterious
alleles. Similar to the evolution of sex, synergistic reinforcing epistasis among deleterious alleles will lead to a more-ra9,itl
rate of purging of thk3e a99eIcs from Ihe
facilitate the evolution of
T99e experimental evidence conc3ning modes or gene action arnollg mutations is limited and inconclusive (see Ref.
44 and citations within). %e ac~wnlulation of non-lethal m~tat9o~s over time in
~~os~pl~i~a stocks res
ated decline in vigor:
dence that increasing
in a greater rate of decrease in fitness for
dairy cattle, poultry, mice and guinea
there is little evidence for

are not related to the issue of the
relevancy of SBT. Mating system evolution addresses the question of how epistatic
interactions among deleterious mutations influence the rate and dynamics
of their elimination, whereas SBT is concerned with the spread of favorable
genetic variation.

Dc~sic?lo)~~rncPIrll
~lo~lle~~sf~~.sI,s
nnd plcrsficify
The abiilty of organisms to withstand
gc’netic aud ~~Vj~~~~~ll~~~~~~ ctistur~~ances
enmnnteretl during ~(~vc~~c)~~~~e~~t
and to
prockm
prrdictable
p,abenotypes is
lmuwm 3s devciiopmcntaP ho~nle0sk.i~~~.
Two contrasting, but not mutnaily C,iClUSivk:, hyp0bWses have ken put forward
to explain the genetic basis c~fdevrlopmental homeostasis: heterozygosip”” and
coadapted gene complexesl:‘. The controversy may be interpreted as one of se&.
with the pmponents of the alternative
hypotheses,
Lerner and Dobzhansky,
believing in the importance of stabilizing
selection in producing an optimal phenotype. However, Lerner stressed the role of
uffering capacity ol heterozygotes at
ntmgenic Bevel, while DolAansky
focused on the integrative properties of
coadapted gene complexes at the infcrgenie lrvci. 9,imitetl eviclence supports
both models”:. Distinguishing beiwren
the two hy9XHhrscs of eP~~:elopre~ental
homeost%is will impact our Jnderstandin!! ~\f the imponanr~ oi h~!erozyg~~,:~,
as n;rI! a6jffi~ r<,!z0I selecti
acting 011
s of interacting coadapted genes.
To discriminate between the hypoti-,eses an approach is required whereby bot’~
heterozygosity and cor;dap:ation can be
examined factoriallv in the same system.
One srleh approach”is to us? hybridization
or Iine-cross r~et~~(~d~~l~~~y
to determine
sjm~9tarieo~s9y what role heterozygosity
and ~~~ada~tati(~~p9ay in developmental
homeostasis. The differe:lce in 9>erffprF2 (or Bater segregaan be used to determine separately the role of coadaptation
and Merozy!gosiPy. This appruarh. in cotI-.
junction with QTE map9sing would provide more-detailed ~~d~~s~a~ld~ll~of the>
genetic basis of homeostasis.

Epistasir:, a9so has important imptications for i5e conservation of genetic resources, that is, genes found in wild relatives of domestic plants and animals. The
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